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Distributed Interference Cancellation for Cognitive Radios Using Periodic Signals of the Primary System

Kentaro Nishimori, Member, IEEE, Hiroyuki Yomo, Member, IEEE and Petar Popovski, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper considers secondary usage of spectrum resources that are allocated to frequency division duplexing (FDD)-based cellular systems. We propose an interference cancellation technique using the concept of distributed antenna array. We show that the interference from the primary cellular system can be cancelled at a secondary node equipped with a single antenna by introducing a helper that decodes the interference and transfers it to the secondary node. Interference is forwarded during the time periods in which training signals are transmitted within the primary cellular system. Since the duration of those intervals is short relative to periods for data transmission in the primary system, we introduce a scheme by which the helper compresses the interference before forwarding it. The performance advantage of our scheme is verified by computer simulation, where both analytical and measured channel models are used. The measurement data used in evaluations have been obtained through outdoor experiments while assuming a short–range secondary system. The results indicate that the proposed method for distributed interference cancellation leads to performance benefits, in particular under heterogeneous path loss conditions between the helper and the primary/secondary nodes.

Index Terms—secondary spectrum usage, periodic training signal, FDD systems, distributed array, interference information transfer

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the immense popularity of mobile phones and wireless LAN systems, increasing the data rate within a limited spectrum is one of the most important goals for wireless system design. The spectrum utilization can be dramatically improved if we allow a system to utilize dynamically not only a dedicated frequency band, but also frequencies that are allocated to other systems. This concept is referred to as dynamic spectrum access (DSA) [1][2]. According to this principle, a frequency band allocated to a certain primary user can be opportunistically used by another system, called secondary system or cognitive radio, provided that there are schemes to avoid/mitigate interference between the primary and the secondary system.

As a target scenario of DSA, we focus on the co–existence between a legacy primary system and a secondary system that is subsequently deployed. In particular, we consider a cellular primary system with frequency division duplexing (FDD) and time division multiple access (TDMA). We consider the commons model [3], in which secondary nodes attempt to transmit even if there are ongoing transmissions by primary nodes which can be interfered. In order to realize such a dense co–existence, the interference caused by secondary nodes toward primary receivers is a critical issue, which is in general the main focus of research community of cognitive radio. However, considering that the secondary system is a new system deployed within a service area of the legacy cellular system, it is reasonable to assume that a secondary node has the capability to decode the signals exchanged in the primary system. This enables the secondary node to easily identify time slots to transmit without causing harmful interference toward primary receivers. At first, the secondary nodes observe signals transmitted by primary terminals and estimate relative distance to each of them. With this information, each secondary node knows to which of the primary terminals it can cause harmful interference. Second, by decoding the control frame of the primary system, each secondary node can obtain scheduling information about the primary system. This allows each secondary node to identify time slots allocated to primary nodes that are too far to cause harmful interference. However, even if the interference toward the primary receivers is avoided, the secondary nodes are always exposed to the signals transmitted by primary transmitters. This paper investigates techniques for managing this second type of interference, i. e., interference caused by primary transmitters toward the secondary receivers.

In this paper, we consider a secondary system consisting of access point (AP) and terminal stations (TSs) and we propose an interference cancellation technique [4] based on the concept of distributed array (also called as virtual array) [5]–[8]. While the AP can have array antenna to cancel the interference from primary transmitters, each TS is likely to have a few antennas due to its size limitation. This motivates us to introduce distributed array for each TS to decode signals transmitted from AP under the interference caused by primary transmitters. Although the proposed method can be applicable for secondary uplink (TS to AP), the merit in the secondary uplink is smaller than that in secondary downlink, because
the AP might have sufficient number of antennas not only for MIMO transmission but also interference cancellation unlike TS.

In the recent years, distributed array has been primarily used to improve the overall system capacity or to obtain a diversity gain. On the other hand, the relay stations or helpers that constitute the distributed array can also be utilized for interference cancellation [9][10]. The helper (relay) forwards information about the interference which is used by a secondary receiver to decode the desired signal. The ideas of forwarding interference have been considered in [9][10]: when a destination node receives its desired signal and weak interference, instead of forwarding the desired signal, the relay forwards information about the interference. The objective is to make the interfering signal stronger at the destination such that it can be decoded and removed. While the treatment in [9][10] is information-theoretic, in this work, we focus on a more practical setting with concrete system/modulation parameters, as well as a complete procedure for channel estimation, which is a prerequisite for realizing the distributed interference cancellation.

Note that our target is to enable secondary transmissions even under continuous interference from the primary transmitters. This makes the design of the distributed interference cancellation more challenging: the helper needs to forward information about interference in the past to the secondary receiver while it receives new interference generated by a primary transmitter. We address this problem by exploiting periodic intervals in the primary system in which training signals are transmitted to facilitate synchronization and channel estimation of primary nodes. The secondary nodes take advantage of the known timing and content of training signals. However, in the cellular systems the length of the data period is much longer than that of the training period. For example, the data length is approximately 5 times longer than the training length in GSM [11]. Therefore, we also introduce interference compression where the interference is transferred by re-mapping of the original constellation used in the primary systems into a constellation of a higher order.

A related work has been presented by the authors in [4] and this manuscript brings significantly broadened treatment of the proposed approach. In particular:

- In this paper, multiple antennas are considered not only for the AP but also for the TS because multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems have been practically developed in systems such as IEEE802.11n and LTE.
- In the previous study ideal knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) was assumed. In this study, we propose CSI estimation method based on Least Square (LS) method.
- The period in which the helper transmits interference information to the TS acts as an overhead for the method proposed in [4]. Therefore we propose another scheme, in which the interference information can be extracted without overhead by utilizing the SNR difference between the relay or helper/TS and AP/TS.
- In a practical setting, antenna heights for primary and secondary nodes can be different. Therefore, we introduce a practical path loss model which takes the antenna height into account, leading to heterogeneous path loss conditions for links that have different antenna heights.
- We investigate the performance of the proposed scheme with propagation parameters that are obtained through outdoor measurements assuming a cellular-based primary system and a short-range secondary system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our target scenario and problem definition. Section III presents the proposed technique for distributed interference cancellation. Section IV provides quantitative performance analysis of the proposed scheme with theoretical propagation models while evaluation results are also presented with propagation measurements. The last section concludes the paper.

II. TARGET SCENARIO AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Target scenario

Fig. 1 shows an example of our target scenario. The characteristics of systems covering large areas are significantly different from those covering small areas. Our strategy utilizes the features of both systems in order to reach an efficient state of coexistence [3][12]. We assume a typical cellular system with TDMA-FDD as shown in the figure. It is reasonable to assume FDD in the long-range system [13]. One base station (BS) communicates with several subscriber stations (SSs) over a frequency channel. Different time slots are allocated to SSs over a frequency channel as shown in Fig. 1. The frequencies $f_1(j)$ and $f_2(j)$ represent frequency channel for downlink and for uplink, respectively, while $j (j = 1, \cdots, L)$ denotes the channel number and $L$ is the total number of frequency channels. In Fig. 1, three SSs (SS1, SS2 and SS3) communicate with a BS over a frequency channel using the time slots $t_{1D}$ ($t_{1U}$), $t_{2D}$ ($t_{2U}$), and $t_{3D}$ ($t_{3U}$) in downlink (uplink) channel.

We consider a secondary system with shorter communication range than the primary system which attempts to reuse the frequency band given to the primary system. Since the communication is locally restricted, such a secondary system has high potential to flexibly find available space within the primary service area.

In this paper, the downlink bands ($f_1(\cdot)$) assigned to the corresponding cell (i.e., the cell within which the secondary system is located) according to the frequency planning of the primary system are reused by secondary transmissions. We do not allow the secondary system to reuse the frequency bands assigned to the other cells since it can violate frequency planning of the cellular system. The ad-hoc use of preplanned frequencies requires careful considerations on resource management to prevent the increase of inter-cell interference, which is outside the scope of this paper. Here, we investigate an efficient way to reuse the frequency bands under interference from the primary system, which can be used as a building block to propose a resource allocation algorithm that attempts to reuse all the bands in the cellular system considering frequency reuse patterns.

As shown in Fig. 1, it is assumed that the BS always sends in the downlink, while the SSs need to receive their desired signals only in scheduled time slots. The secondary nodes can make transmissions as long as they do not cause interference.
Scheduling information considering the recent trends in wireless communications. In the equalizer at receiver site should be assumed [16][17], consequently each secondary node can identify the time slots in which reconfigurability to receive signals from multiple systems [15]. Therefore, we assume that the secondary nodes have a sufficient software defined radio (SDR) technologies [14], it is reasonable to assume that the secondary system. Considering the recent developments of the primary system. The secondary nodes are able to decode the primary signals and interference toward that SS. Furthermore, we assume that SS over an uplink band. When the interference power from a certain SS is negligible at a secondary node, we assume that SS is negligible at a secondary node, we assume that interference from the primary BS. Interference toward that SS. Hence, the secondary nodes can be interfered by the primary BS. Hence, the secondary nodes are able to decode the primary signals and to obtain scheduling information which is sent as control information at the beginning of the transmission frame in the primary system. Considering the recent developments of software defined radio (SDR) technologies [14], it is reasonable to assume that the secondary nodes have a sufficient reconfigurability to receive signals from multiple systems [15]. Thus, each secondary node can identify the time slots in which it can transmit without causing harmful interference toward scheduled SSs.

The secondary system should consider broadband transmission. Hence, OFDM or single carrier frequency domain equalizer at receiver site should be assumed [16][17], considering the recent trends in wireless communications. In the evaluation of Section IV, we consider OFDM transmission for the secondary system, and the results for one subcarrier in OFDM transmission are given in Section IV.B. Moreover, if the frequency domain signal processing at the secondary receiver is assumed for the primary signals, then the primary signals can be regarded as flat faded at each sub-carrier, which is a reasonable assumption. The actual OFDM signals are transmitted in Section IV.C by using measured data.

B. Problems for the conventional adaptive arrays in the presence of the continuous interference

Even if the secondary nodes avoid the interference toward the primary SSs, the AP and the TS in the secondary system are interfered by the primary BS. Hence, the secondary nodes need to cancel the interference from the primary BS. Interference cancellation using an array antenna is known as one of the techniques for reducing the co-channel interference [18]. Moreover, since MIMO systems have been developed in Wireless LAN and LTE systems, it is reasonable to assume that multiple antennas and transceivers are implemented at both AP and TS. Fig. 2 shows a system model where a MIMO transmission is employed between the AP and TS while the interference arrives at TS from the primary transmitter. As it can be seen in Fig. 2, the TS cannot decode the desired signals \( s_1(t_1) \) and \( s_2(t_1) \) when the total number of signals exceeds the number of antennas at TS. On the other hand, a few antennas at the mobile TSs are desirable due to their size limitations and power consumption.

Therefore, we apply interference cancellation by using the concept of distributed array [5]–[8]. Moreover, several types of cooperative transmission are proposed [19]–[21]. In such cooperative transmission schemes, it is assumed that the relay station itself can decode and re-modulate signals. Such a cooperative scheme is called virtual MIMO or distributed array [19]. A scenario where the distributed array is applied is also shown in Fig. 2: TS2 is idle (does not have communication traffic) and is used as one side of the distributed array. If TS2 receives the desired and interference signals, and these signals are transferred to TS1 which communicates with the AP, the distributed array can function as a virtual array at TS1. Well-known interference cancellation algorithms such as zero forcing (ZF), MMSE, V-BLAST and maximum likelihood detection (MLD) schemes can be applied [16][22].

However, there is a problem on realizing distributed array under continuous primary interference in the FDD downlink. TS1 and TS2 receive interference \( i_1(t_1) \) at \( t_1 \), and this interference signal should be transferred from TS2 to TS1, e. g., at \( t_2 \) as shown in Fig. 2. However, new interference \( i_2(t_2) \) is simultaneously received at TS1 while TS2 transmits \( i_1(t_1) \) to TS1. Hence, when we consider the continuous interference from the primary BS, TS1 cannot eliminate the new interference \( i_2(t_2) \) which is generated while \( r(t_2) \) (including
only interference from BS. On the other hand, TS receives the desired signals from AP, $s_{D,i}(t)$ ($i = 1 \sim M - 1$) and interference from BS, $i_D(t)$ during this period. Third, the interference received from BS during the data period for SS 1 is transferred from HL to TS during the period of Preamble 2 (PR2) in Fig. 3. Although new interference from PT, $i_P(t)$ is received at TS during this period, this preamble signal, $i_P(t)$ can be cancelled by TS as the secondary system knows the preamble sequence \textit{a priori}. Thus, TS can decode and cancel the primary interference by using the information about the interfering signal transferred from HL and the known preamble sequence.

Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that the SNR between HL and TS is much larger than that between AP and TS, because the helper (relay) should be located near TS. When considering the above assumption, the information for the interference transfer from HL to TS can be decoded even if the desired signal from AP to TS is transmitted at this period.

B. Details of the proposed scheme

The above three stages of the proposed scheme can be further detailed into the following six steps:

1) All CSI (AP/TS, AP/HL, BS/TS, BS/HL, HL/TS) estimations are carried out using the training period (PR1 in Fig. 3).
2) AP transmits signals to TS by creating a null toward HL during the data period of SS 1.
3) The interference incurred during the data period of SS 1 is decoded by using the received signal at HL and the CSI from Step 1.
4) HL transmits the interference obtained in Step 3 to TS during the next training period (PR2 in Fig. 3).
5) The interference incurred during the data period for SS 1 is estimated from the received signal at TS and the CSI from Step 1.
6) The desired signal for TS is estimated using the interference decoded in Step 5, the received signal in Step 2, and the CSI from Step 1.

The details of each step are given in the sequel. Although we treat only one TS, the proposed scheme can be straightforwardly applied to multiple TSs. We assume that HL associated with a secondary node has been already determined.

In Step 1, we divide the period PR1 into three parts as shown in Fig. 4 in order to estimate all the required CSIs. During the Period 1, AP stops its transmission toward the TS and such that only the CSI of the interference from BS to HL and TS is acquired. The received signals $x_{P1}(t) \in \mathbb{C}^{(M-1)\times 1}$ and $x_{P1,M}(t)$ at TS and HL for Period 1 ($1 \leq t \leq T_{P1}$, $t$ is the symbol number) are given as follows:

$$x_{P1}(t) = h_{I}i_{P}(t) + n_{P}(t)$$

$$x_{P1}(t) = [x_{P1,1}(t), \ldots , x_{P1,M-1}(t)]^T$$

$$n_{P}(t) = [n_{P1,1}(t), \ldots , n_{P1,M-1}(t)]^T$$

$$h_{I}(t) = [h_{I1}, \ldots , h_{IM-1}]^T$$

$$x_{P1,M}(t) = h_{I}i_{P}(t) + n_{P,M}(t)$$

where $h_{I} \in \mathbb{C}^{(M-1)\times 1}$ and $h_{I}$ denote the channel responses of the interfering signals from TS and HL, respectively. $i_{P}(t)$ represents the known preamble signals from the primary.
transmitter. $n_P(t) \in \mathbb{C}^{(M-1) \times 1}$ and $n_{P,M}(t)$ represent the thermal noise for TS and HL, respectively.

During the Period 2, a signal is transmitted by HL so that $h_C \in \mathbb{C}^{(M-1) \times 1}$ (between TS and HL) is obtained. During this period, AP stops its transmission in order not to cause any interference to TS. The received signals $x_{P2}(t) \in \mathbb{C}^{(M-1) \times 1}$ in Period 2 ($T_{P1}+1 \leq t \leq T_{P2}$, $T_{P2} = 2T_{P1}$) are

$$x_{P2}(t) = h_{I,P} + h_C z_{P1}(t) + n_P(t),$$

$$x_{P2}(t) = [x_{P2,1}(t), \ldots, x_{P2,M-1}(t)]^T,$$

$$h_C(t) = [h_{C_1}, \ldots, h_{C_{M-1}}]T,$$  

where $z_{P1}(t)$ represents the known preamble signals from HL to TS.

Finally, in order to estimate CSIs between AP/TS and AP/HS, AP transmits preamble signals, $s_P(t') = [s_{P,1}(1), \ldots, s_{P,M}(M)]^T$ to TS and HL during Period 3. $s_P(t')$ can be transmitted by using at least $M$ symbols. Hence $T_{P3}$ equals to $T_{P1} \cdot (M + 1)$. The received signals $x_{P3}(t) \in \mathbb{C}^{(M-1) \times 1}$ and $x_{P3,M}(t)$ at TS and HL for Period 3 ($T_{P2}+1 \leq t \leq T_{P3}$) are given as

$$x_{P3}(t) = H_S s_P(t) + h_{I,P} + n_P(t),$$

$$x_{P3}(t) = [x_{P3,1}(t), \ldots, x_{P3,M-1}(t)]^T,$$

$$x_{P3,M}(t) = h_{SM}s_P(t) + h_{I,M} + n_{P,M}(t),$$

where $H_S \in \mathbb{C}^{(M-1) \times M}$ and $h_{SM} \in \mathbb{C}^{1 \times M}$ denote the channel responses from AP to TS and HL, respectively, and are represented as follows:

$$H_S = \begin{pmatrix}
    h_{S,1} & \cdots & h_{S,M} \\
    \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    h_{SM,1} & \cdots & h_{SM,M}
\end{pmatrix},$$

$$h_{SM} = [h_{SM,1}, \ldots, h_{SM,M}].$$

All CSIs are obtained by using Eqs. (1) to (11). The least square (LS) criteria is adopted for CSI estimation. The estimated CSIs of BS/HL and BS/TS, $\hat{h}_I = [\hat{h}_{I_1}, \ldots, \hat{h}_{I_{M-1}}]$ and $\hat{h}_{IM}$, are obtained by using Eqs. (1) and (5), respectively, as follows:

$$\hat{h}_I = \frac{1}{T_{P1}} \sum_{t=1}^{T_{P1}} \left( \frac{x_{P1}(t)}{i_P(t)} \right),$$

$$\hat{h}_{IM} = \frac{1}{T_{P1}} \sum_{t=1}^{T_{P1}} \left( \frac{x_{P1,M}(t)}{i_P(t)} \right).$$

The CSI between HL and TS, $\hat{h}_C = [\hat{h}_{C_1}, \ldots, \hat{h}_{C_{M-1}}]$ is estimated using Eqs. (9) and (14), as

$$\hat{h}_C = \frac{1}{T_{P2}} \sum_{t=T_{P1}+1}^{T_{P2}} \left( \frac{x_{P2}(t) - \hat{h}_I i_P(t)}{z_{P1}(t)} \right).$$

The estimated CSIs of AP/TS and AP/HL, $\hat{H}_S$ and $\hat{h}_{SM}$ are obtained by using Eqs. (1), (5), (9), (11), (14) and (15), respectively, as follows:

$$\hat{H}_S = \frac{1}{T_{P3}} \sum_{t=T_{P1}+1}^{T_{P3}} \left( x_{P3}(t) - \hat{h}_I i_P(t) \right) q,$$

$$\hat{h}_{SM} = \frac{1}{T_{P3}} \sum_{t=T_{P1}+1}^{T_{P3}} \left( x_{P3,M}(t) - \hat{h}_{IM} i_P(t) \right) q,$$

$$q = \frac{1}{T_{P1}} \sum_{t=1}^{T_{P1}} \left( s_P(t')^H s_P(t') \right)^{-1} s_P(t')^H.$$

In the second step (Step 2), AP transmits signals using Eigenmode pattern that creates a null toward the helper during the data period for SS 1 in Fig. 3. The channel matrix between AP and TS, $H'_S$ to obtain the above transmission is shown as follows:

$$H'_S = H_S U W$$

where $U$ is eigenvector by the calculation of $H_S^H H_S$. $W$ is the weights for nullifying toward the HL. In this step, TS receives the desired signal plus interference from the primary system. The HL receives only interference from the primary system. The received signals $x_D = [x_{D,1}(t), \ldots, x_{D,M-1}(t)]^T$ and $x_{D,M}$ during the data period ($1 \leq t \leq T_D$) at the TS and HL are respectively represented as

$$x_D(t) = H'_S s_D(t) + h_{I_D} i_D(t) + n_{D}(t),$$

$$x_{D,M}(t) = h_{I_M} i_D(t) + n_{D,M}(t),$$

where $s_D(t) = [s_{D,1}(1), \ldots, s_{D,M-1}(1)]$ and $i_D(t)$ represent unknown data signals for TS from AP and PT, respectively. Thus, TS must decode and cancel interference $i_D(t)$ without any information pertaining to the interference.

$s_D(t)$ cannot be decoded by using the procedure in Steps 1 and 2. On the other hand, interference $i_D(t)$ can be estimated at HL using Eq. (22) and $\hat{h}_{IM}$ obtained in Step 1. In Step 3, HL uses LS method to decode the interference that occurs during the data period of SS 1. The decoded interference $i_D$ is obtained using Eqs. (15) and (22) as

$$\tilde{i}_D(t) = \frac{1}{T_D} \sum_{t=1}^{T_D} \left( \frac{x_{D,M}(t)}{h_{IM}} \right),$$

where $T_D$ denotes the length of symbols for data period.
In Step 4 HL transmits the interference $\tilde{i}_D(t)$ estimated in Step 3 to TS by using the next training period (PR2 in Fig. 3). However, as it can be seen in Fig. 3, the length of the data sequence is usually much longer than that of the preamble. Hence, a key issue is how to compress the interference in order to fit in the short preamble period. To this end, we propose a re-mapping technique for the modulated signal. We can assume that binary phase shift keying (BPSK) or Gaussian filtered Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) [25] modulation is used in the primary system as it is viable to assume that the legacy system is narrowband. As an example, BPSK is assumed to be used in the primary system. On the other hand, secondary system is assumed to use higher modulation is used in the primary system as it is viable to assume that the legacy system is narrowband. As an example, BPSK is assumed to be used in the primary system. On the other hand, secondary system is assumed to use higher modulation.

The constellation size may grow for the future high-speed communications. This fact means that the interference from BS can be compressed at HL, such that the transmission of interference can take less time compared to the transmission in the primary system. For example, if we employ 16QAM modulation for the transmission from HL to TS, interference transmission from HL to TS is completed with 1/4 of the time compared to the transmission of the primary system. The received signal at TS during PR2, $x_p(t)$ is shown as follows:

$$x_p(t) = H_S^* s_D(t) + h_C i_D, \text{Re-map}(t) + h_{iP}(t) + n_P(t),$$

where $i_D, \text{Re-map}(t)$ is the interference which is compressed by HL.

In Step 5, after the transmission of the interference using the re-mapping, the interference from BS during the period of data for SS 1, $i_D$, is estimated by using the received signal in Eq. (24). It is reasonable to assume that $E[|h_C|]$ is much larger than $E[|H_S|]$, because the helpers or relay should be located near TS. Moreover, $h_{iP}(t)$ is estimated by Step 1. Hence, we prepare $x_p'(t) = x_p(t) - h_{iP}(t)$. Then, the interference is estimated using $x_p'(t)$ and $h_C$ as:

$$\tilde{i}_{D, \text{Re-map}}(t) = \frac{1}{T_P \cdot (M - 1)} \sum_{t=1}^{T_D} \sum_{i=1}^{M-1} \left( \frac{x_p'(t)}{h_C} \right).$$

After Step 5, de-remapping is carried out in order to recover the original interfering signal. In the above example, 16QAM is mapped to an (estimated) BPSK interference, $i_D'(t)$.

In Step 6, the desired signal $s_D(t)$ can be estimated by using the interference $\tilde{i}_D(t)$ estimated in Step 5, the received signal $x_D(t)$ in Step 2, and CSIs $H_S$, $h_I$ obtained in Step 1. The estimated desired signal $s_D'(t)$ can be denoted as follows:

$$s_D'(t) = V^H x_D'(t),$$

where $V$ is eigenvector by the calculation of $H_S\hat{H}_S^H$. Here, $x_D'(t)$ is denoted as:

$$x_D'(t) = x_D(t) - h_I \tilde{i}_D'(t).$$

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation conditions and reference schemes

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method by computer simulation. Fig. 5 represents the configurations of the proposed and reference schemes. We compare the proposed interference cancellation (Fig. 5 (a), Method (A)) with the following reference schemes (Fig. 5 (b) and (c)):

- Method (B) : Interference cancellation by TS
- Method (C) : Adaptive array using ZF algorithm

For a fair comparison, the total number of antennas at the transmitter and receiver sites are identical among Method (A) to (C). The number of antennas at AP and TS are $M$, respectively, in Method (B) and (C). The number of antennas at AP is $M$ and the number of antennas at HL plus TS is also $M$ in Method (A). The number of data streams is set to be $M - 1$ for Method (A) and (C) while the number of data streams is set to be $M$ for Method (B) because the Method (A) needs to create a null toward the HL from the AP and Method (C) needs to cancel the interference using the freedom of the array. Eigenmode transmission is adopted as a MIMO transmission by using scheme for Method (A) to (C).

As shown in Fig. 5, the interference in method (B) is mitigated only by using the antennas at the TS while there is an aid from HL in the proposed method. The principle of Method (B) is the same as the proposed method except for the usage of HL. First, the decoded interference in Method (B) is denoted as

$$\tilde{i}_{D, i}''(t) = \frac{1}{T_D \cdot M \cdot T_P} \sum_{t=1}^{T_D} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \left( \frac{x_{D,i}(t)}{h_{i,t}} \right).$$

Next, the signal, $x_{D,i}''(t)$ in which the interference is cancelled is

$$x_{D,i}''(t) = x_{D,i}(t) - h_{i,t} \tilde{i}_{D, i}''(t) \quad (i = 1 \sim M).$$

After this processing, MIMO decoding using Eq.(26) is employed.

In method (C), TS uses an adaptive array with Zero-Forcing (ZF), such that the decoded signal is (30) on the next page. The relationship between the data period and the training period is defined as

$$R_d = \frac{T_D}{T_P}$$

where $T_D$ and $T_P$ denote the length of the data period and the preamble in the primary system, respectively.

Secondary transmissions from AP to TS use adaptive modulation. Table I shows the required signal to noise power ratio (SNR) for different modulation levels. The SNR for each modulation scheme in Table I gives bit error rate (BER) of $5 \times 10^{-3}$ [27]. For all the methods, the modulation level is decided based on the SNR.
When the proposed interference cancellation is used, the modulation level employed for interference transfer from HL to TS is also determined from Table I. For simplification, $R_a$ is set to be integer in this study. For example, let us assume that the modulation employed by BS is BPSK. When $R_a$ is set to be 4 or 8, the required modulation level is 16QAM or 256QAM, respectively. We assume that the data packet is lost when the modulation level available for transmission from HL to TS is less than the required modulation level which is determined by $R_a$.

The total transmission rate, $R$, is defined as

$$ R = \sum_{k=1}^{N_F} R(k), $$

$$ R(k) = M_a \left[ 1 - BER(k) \right], $$

where $N_F$ represents the number of frames. $M_a$ denotes the number of bits per symbol when applying the adaptive modulation. $R(k)$ and $BER(k)$ are the transmission rate and BER for $k$-th frame, respectively. For simulation, we set $T_D = 600$, $T_F = T_D / R_a$, and $N_F = 20000$.

When considering installation of antennas, the antenna height of TS is low ($<2$ m) while AP can be deployed in a relatively high position. The relay station is generally located at the top of utility pole or building to obtain a line–of–sight (LoS). BS, in general, is deployed at a much higher place. Hence, we need a model which can take account of heterogeneous path loss conditions, occurring due to different antenna heights. To this end, we employ Ichitsubo’s path loss model, in which path loss coefficient is related with the antenna heights for the transmitter and receiver [12][28]. The parameters for this evaluation are shown in Table II.

### B. Comparison of the transmission rates

The intensity of the interference depends on the relative location of the secondary system with respect to the primary BS and it has a large impact on the secondary transmission. Fig. 6 shows the transmission rate comparison among the three methods in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 (a) shows the transmission rate versus the average signal to interference power ratio (SIR). Fig. 6 (b) depicts the transmission rate comparison versus the total number of antennas at AP and TS (and HL in the proposed method), $M$. The average SNR between AP and TS in the secondary system is fixed to be 20dB. We assume that the average SIRs at TS and HL are same and equal to 0 dB. Rayleigh fading for all channel responses is assumed. The modulation scheme employed by BS is BPSK. Hence, $2^{R_a}$ QAM is required for the transmission from HL to TS for the given $R_a$. $R_a$ is set to 8 in this figure. The total numbers of antennas at AP and TS (and HL in the proposed method), $M$ are set to be 3 in Fig. 6(a).

When we compare the proposed method and Method (B) in Fig. 6(a), we find that the best method differs depending on the value of SIR. At low SIR ($< -12$ dB), the Method (B) is effective because the desired signal is negligible and the interference is successfully decoded with high probability. When SIR is higher than -12dB, the proposed method has the better performance. Since the Method (C) can completely cancel the interference regardless of the interference power, it achieves higher transmission rate than Method (B). However, the proposed method obtains a higher transmission rate than Method (B) due to the aid of the HL regardless of smaller number of antennas at TS in the proposed method.

Fig. 6 (b) shows the transmission rate when considering only SIR = 0 dB for the proposed method and Method (C). The transmission rates in these methods do not depend on the SIR. On the other hand, since the transmission rate in Method (B) is greatly affected by the SIR as shown in Fig. 6 (a), the results when SIRs = -15, -10, -5 and 0 dB are plotted in Fig. 6 (b). As shown in Fig. 6 (b), we confirm that the proposed method achieves a higher transmission rate than the Method (C) when the total number of antennas $M$ is increased. Hence, it is shown that the proposed scheme is effective when considering MIMO transmission in the secondary systems. Moreover, from this figure, we can conclude that the proposed method and Method (B) should be adaptively selected accord-
Fig. 6. Transmission rate versus average SIR.

Fig. 7. Transmission rate versus $T_D/T_P$.

Fig. 8. Transmission rate versus average SNR between HL and TS.

C. Evaluations using measured channel data in an actual outdoor environment

In order to evaluate the proposed method in a practical setting, we have carried out outdoor measurements to gather propagation data at an urban area in Japan. Fig. 9 shows the measurement environment. The BS antenna of the primary system was placed at the top of a steel tower with a height of 50 m. The AP and HL are located at R1 to R6 in Fig. 9. We assume that AP and HL are positioned as two neighborhood relay stations (e.g., R1 and R3 for AP and HL, respectively). The antenna of TS was mounted on the top of a car with the height of 2.2 m. Table III shows the measurement parameters.

In this measurement, the OFDM signals are transmitted in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method in broadband transmission. The frequency of 4.8 GHz was used for this measurement. The channel responses between BS/TS, AP/TS, BS/HL, HL/TS are obtained by using OFDM signals with 20MHz bandwidth. The number of antennas at AP, TS and HL can be set to 4, 4 and 1 at maximum, respectively. The achievable bit rate is obtained by averaging the results in

R.6. Transmission rate versus number of total antennas, $M$.

According to SIR, i.e., the location of the secondary system within communication range of the primary BS.

Fig. 7 shows the transmission rate versus $R_a$. As it can be seen in Fig. 7, the proposed method obtains higher transmission rate than Method (B) and (C) regardless of the value of $R_a$. Even if $R_a = 10$, 1.3 bits/s higher bit rate by the proposed method is obtained than that by Method (C).

The distance between HL and TS is an important parameter in the proposed method, which determines the ability for decoding the interference. The transmission rate of the proposed method versus the distance between HL and TS is plotted in Fig. 8. Here, $R_a$ is set to 4 and 8, which requires modulation levels of 16QAM and 256QAM, respectively. As Fig. 8 shows, the proposed method obtains higher transmission rate than Method (B) and (C) regardless of the value of $R_a$ although the transmission rate is gradually decreased as the distance between HL and TS increases in the proposed scheme when $R_a = 8$. 
TABLE III
MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrier frequency</td>
<td>4.8GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>20MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling rate (A/D)</td>
<td>40MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling rate (D/A)</td>
<td>80MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT points</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sub-carriers</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval between sub-carriers</td>
<td>157.5kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Measurement environment.

Fig. 10 shows the transmission rate versus $R_a$ when the measured CSI is used. The total numbers of antennas at Tx and Rx are set to be three. The average SNR between AP and TS in the secondary system is normalized so that the average SNR results in 20dB. The average INR between BS and TS is assumed to be the same as the average SNR between AP and TS. From the experimental results we have calculated the following differences.

$$\Delta \gamma_1 = \text{SNR}_{HL-TS} - \text{SNR}_{AP-TS} \ [\text{dB}] \quad (34)$$
$$\Delta \gamma_2 = \text{INR}_{BS-HL} - \text{INR}_{BS-TS} \ [\text{dB}] \quad (35)$$

where SNR$_{AP-TS}$ (SNR$_{HL-TS}$) is the average received SNR at the link AP-TS (HL-TS). INR$_{BS-TS}$ (INR$_{BS-HL}$) is the average received INR at the link BS-TS (BS-HL). In order to stay consistent with the experiments, if we set the average SNR$_{AP-TS}$ to be $\gamma_1$, then SNR$_{HL-TS}$ should be set to $\gamma_1 + \Delta \gamma_1$. Similarly, if the average INR$_{BS-TS}$ is set to be $\gamma_2$, then INR$_{BS-HL}$ should be set to $\gamma_2 + \Delta \gamma_2$. The modulation scheme employed by BS is BPSK. As can be seen in Fig. 10, the proposed method achieves higher transmission rate than the other schemes regardless of the value of $R_a$. This is because HL can reliably decode interference from BS with measured CSI.

Fig. 11 shows the transmission rate versus the number of total antennas. As can be seen in this figure, a similar tendency to simulation results is obtained. This means that the heterogeneous pathloss condition in Fig. 6 matches well with the measured data. We confirm that the proposed scheme achieves higher transmission rate than Method (C) regardless of the number of total antennas. Moreover, improvement on transmission rate by the proposed method compared to Method (C) is higher than that of the simulation result. Although the transmission rate of the proposed scheme is smaller than that of Method (B) when the SIR is -15 dB, the proposed method obtains much higher transmission rate than Method (B), when the SIR is 0 dB. From these results, we can conclude that the proposed scheme is effective in a practical setting with a cellular-based primary system and a short–range secondary system.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed an interference cancellation scheme by using the concept of distributed array in order to achieve coexistence between a FDD–based primary system and a secondary system. Our scheme exploits the periodic training
signals that are transmitted for synchronization in FDD–TDMA–based cellular systems. In such a way, an efficient interference cancellation is realized even if the signals whose number exceeds the degree of freedom of the array arrives at TS. Moreover, we introduced interference compression in order to enable transfer of interference–related information via the short training periods.

We have evaluated the proposed method by computer simulation and compared it with reference schemes. The results show that, under heterogeneous path loss conditions, the proposed method with $M−1$ antennas plus the helper with one antenna outperforms the scheme in which the terminal has $M$ antennas and uses zero–forcing for interference cancellation. We have also presented results that are based on measured data in an actual outdoor environment by considering cellular–based primary system and a short–range secondary system, where performance benefits of the proposed method have been confirmed.

The proposed scheme is applicable not only to cognitive radio systems but also to conventional multi–cell systems. The interference from neighboring cells can be cancelled by using the relay stations or multiple terminal stations. The heterogeneous cellular systems consisting of macro, pico and femto cells are good target to apply the proposed scheme.
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